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“Experimenters are the shock troops of science… An experiment is a question which science poses to 

Nature, and a measurement is the recording of Nature’s answer. But before an experiment can be 

performed, it must be planned – the question to nature must be formulated before being posed. Before 

the result of a measurement can be used, it must be interpreted – Nature’s answer must be understood 

properly. These two tasks are those of theorists, who find himself always more and more dependent on 

the tools of abstract mathematics.”  

-Scientific Autobiography and Other Papers, Max Planck, 1949 

 

 

“Our century was destined to make use of the possibilities afforded by the microscope in the study of 

nature, and it is very pleasing to see how the application of this instrument opens ever more doors and 

how, in ever larger circles, yields the most interesting results.” 

-Das Auge und das Mikroskop by Matthias Schleiden, 1848 
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Abstract 
Bacterial biofilms have long been under the microscope for their fascinating organisation which is also 

thought to be the origin of multicellularity. Metabolic oscillations in biofilms of Bacillus subtilis have 

been reported as periodic halting of growth in the expansion of the colony growing in a microfluidics 

chamber by Liu et al (2015). This thesis is aimed at understanding these oscillations through minimal 

dynamic model involving three ordinary differential equations (ODEs). The model is first applied in its 

basic form in order to describe the oscillations. We present a detailed analysis of the model with 

respect to sensitivity of parameters and Hopf bifurcations. We also present a quasi-steady state 

approximation (QSSA) for two variables which also helps identify that oscillations are mainly 

influenced by ammonia. The model successfully describes the periodic halting of the expansion of the 

B. subtilis biofilm. 

Next, various modifications of the model are discussed in detail and the results of each modification 

are viewed in light of the underlying biology. The four modifications investigate the mechanism of 

oscillations with respect to spatial effects, reversible reactions and more robust reaction kinetics. We 

learn that spatial effects play no role in the biofilm oscillations and can therefore be ignored. 

Oscillations in biofilm help in mitigating nutrient limitation. They are a means to ensure adequate 

supply of nutrients to the interior cells. Oscillations will no longer be observed when nutrients are 

plenty.  The four modifications also show that minimal models are highly versatile tools to study and 

describe biological phenomena and can be modified as per the experimental observations. 

Finally, we apply the minimal model in a broader perspective in order to understand population 

dynamics in a typical community of a social organism. We consider three interacting subpopulations of 

a species that have their own distinct phenotypes. None of the subpopulations have an absolute 

advantage over the other two. This gives rise to cyclic dynamics like the rock paper scissors game 

which is analysed using evolutionary game theory. We also present an asymmetrical two-player two- 

strategy game describing the same system, where the phenotype of each subpopulation is considered 

as a strategy. This investigation tests the ideal strategies for three different levels of antibiotic stress. 

We observe bet-hedging in the form of production of resistant cells which are a costly choice in the 

absence of the antibiotic stress. 

Although the population dynamics study is described with a broad range of applicability, we also 

discuss its applications in the B. subtilis biofilm. Bacteria are like the minimal models of nature with 

only the most primitive components required to carry out the life processes and exhibit intricate social 

behaviour that resembles multicellular organisms. 
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Zusammenfassung 
Bakterielle Biofilme wurden vielfach unter die Lupe genommen hinsichtlich ihrer faszinierenden 

Organisation, die auch als Ursprung von Mehrzelligkeit angesehen wird. Oszillationen im 

Metabolismus der Biofilme von Bacillus subtilis wurden von Liu et al. (2015) als periodische 

Wachstumsstopps bei der Expansion von Kolonien in einer Mikrofluidkammer beschrieben. Diese 

Arbeit zielt darauf ab, diese Oszillationen durch ein minimales dynamisches Modell zu verstehen, das 

drei gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen (ODEs) umfasst. Das Modell wird zunächst in seiner 

Grundform angewendet, um die Oszillationen zu beschreiben. Wir präsentieren eine detaillierte 

Analyse des Modells hinsichtlich der Sensitivität von Parametern und Hopf-Bifurkationen. Wir 

präsentieren auch eine Quasi-Steady-State-Approximation (QSSA) für zwei Variablen, mit deren Hilfe 

auch bestätigt werden kann, dass Oszillationen hauptsächlich durch Ammoniak beeinflusst werden. 

Das Modell beschreibt erfolgreich das periodische Stoppen der Expansion des B. subtilis-Biofilms. 

Des Weiteren werden verschiedene Modifikationen des Modells im Detail diskutiert und die 

Ergebnisse jeder Modifikation werden im Lichte der zugrunde liegenden Biologie betrachtet. Die vier 

Modifikationen untersuchen das Verhalten von Oszillationen in Bezug auf räumliche Effekte, reversible 

Reaktionen und robustere Reaktionskinetiken. Wir zeigen, dass räumliche Effekte bei den 

Biofilmoszillationen keine Rolle spielen und daher vernachlässigt werden können. Oszillationen im 

Biofilm führen zur Abmilderung der Nährstoffbegrenzung. Sie sind ein Mittel, um eine ausreichende 

Nährstoffversorgung der inneren Zellen sicherzustellen. Oszillationen werden nicht mehr beobachtet, 

wenn ausreichend Nährstoffe vorhanden sind. Die vier Modifikationen des Modells zeigen auch, dass 

Minimalmodelle äußerst vielseitige Werkzeuge zur Untersuchung und Beschreibung biologischer 

Phänomene sind und gemäß den experimentellen Beobachtungen erweitert werden können. 

Zuletzt wenden wir das Minimalmodell in einem breiteren Kontext an, um die Populationsdynamik in 

einer typischen Gemeinschaft eines sozialen Organismus zu verstehen. Wir betrachten drei 

interagierende Subpopulationen einer Art, die unterschiedliche Phänotypen haben. Keine der 

Subpopulationen hat einen gesamtheitlichen Vorteil gegenüber den beiden anderen. Dies führt zu 

einer zyklischen Dynamik wie beim Spiel Schere-Stein-Papier, das mithilfe der evolutionären 

Spieltheorie analysiert wurde. Wir präsentieren auch ein asymmetrisches Zwei-Spieler-Zwei-Strategie-

Spiel, das dasselbe System beschreibt, wobei der Phänotyp jeder Subpopulation als Strategie 

betrachtet wird. Diese Untersuchung analysiert die idealen Strategien für drei verschiedene Level von 

Stress, die durch Antibiotika induziert sind. Wir beobachten eine Absicherung der Population durch die 

Produktion resistenter Zellen, die in Abwesenheit von Antibiotika eine kostspielige Strategie 

darstellen. 
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Obwohl die Studie der Populationsdynamik ein breites Anwendungsgebiet hat, diskutieren wir die 

Anwendung auf B. subtilis und Biofilmen. Bakterien sind wie Minimalmodelle von Natur aus mit den 

primitivsten Komponenten, die zur Durchführung der Lebensprozesse erforderlich sind, ausgestattet 

und zeigen ein kompliziertes soziales Verhalten, das mehrzelligen Organismen ähnelt. 
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I. Introduction 

A. Historical background 
In 1676, a draper and cloth merchant from Delft, the Netherlands had learnt the importance of 

microscopy. He communicated his recent observations of the natural world to the Royal Society, 

England. Being a cloth merchant, he was always in need of better magnifying glasses to inspect fabric 

quality which inspired him to learn the art of glass making. This merchant and self-taught scientist was 

Antonie van Leeuwenhoek and he would go on to establish a new stream of science that investigates 

this microscopic world – Microbiology. Being a curious man, Leeuwenhoek observed not just fabric 

under his lens. Of the various things he observed, he reported, along with hand-drawn illustrations, 

the sighting of rod shaped organisms in his tooth scrapings, which he called ‘animalcules’. These 

organisms were later called bacteria, plural of bacterium which means staff or cane in Greek, since the 

very first kind of bacteria that were discovered were rod shaped. This was the first instance that we 

observed and got fascinated about bacterial biofilms.  

Since then, we have come a long way in understanding these microscopic, unicellular organisms. 

Bacteria can be found everywhere: inside and outside our bodies, in the food we eat, the water we 

drink, the air we breathe(Mancinelli and Shulls 1978), in the depths of the ocean(Aristides Yayanos 

2001), inside the international space station(Checinska Sielaff et al. 2019) or even in radioactive 

waste(Fredrickson et al. 2004). We now know that diseases like cholera, tuberculosis, leprosy, typhoid 

are caused by bacteria(Ryan 2014; Sotiriou, Stryjewska, and Hill 2016; 'Cholera vaccines: WHO position 

paper'  2010; Wain et al. 2015). The German physician Robert Koch played a pivotal role in introducing 

bacteriology to the field of medicine. This provided impetus to the development of therapeutics to 

treat bacterial infections. The accidental discovery of Penicillin was a turning point in the field of 

medicine and microbiology. This also gave rise to newer more dreaded crisis of antimicrobial 

resistance. We then learned that antimicrobial resistance has several mechanisms, one of which is 

formation of biofilms(Donlan 2000).  

Not all bacteria cause disease, for example, lactobacilli are the reason we can enjoy various milk 

products like yoghurt, buttermilk, and kefir(Altay et al. 2013). Bacteria also help us digest food(Linares, 

Ross, and Stanton 2016) and produce certain vitamins(LeBlanc et al. 2013) that help in our growth and 

metabolism. It is therefore important to understand their metabolism in order to control their growth. 

The goal of this thesis is to understand the metabolic oscillations in the biofilm of Bacillus subtilis. Such 

oscillations have been reported in experiments where the authors report periodic halting in the 

expansion of a biofilm, growing in a microfluidics chamber(Liu et al. 2015). 
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B. Biological background 

1. Bacillus subtilis 

A widely studied model organism, Gram-positive, motile, facultatively anaerobic, rod shaped soil 

bacterium, earlier known as Vibrio subtilis was named Bacillus subtilis by Ferdinand Cohn(Cohn 1875). 

The average size of a typical B. subtilis cell is about 0.85 ±0.38 μm3 (Maass et al. 2011).  It is normally 

found in soil and in the gut of humans and ruminants. It helps in promoting plant growth by producing 

a lipopeptide antimicrobial agent, surfactin, which protects the roots from infection(Bais, Fall, and 

Vivanco 2004). It can form endospores which enable it to survive harsh conditions such as heat and 

chemical stresses. Recently, B. subtilis endospores were used in 3D printing and found to be viable 

after the process, resulting in a ‘living’ material which has invaluable applications in antibiotic industry, 

as biosensors or as a self-repair material. These printed endospore capsules could remain viable after 

exposure to ethanol, osmotic stress, changes in pH and even radiation(Gonzalez, Mukhitov, and Voigt 

2019). 

The concept of living cells enclosed in a matrix and coexisting as a community isn’t something new. 

Bacteria have been known to live together in self-secreted matrix substances and B. subtilis is no 

exception. These communities have an intricate social structure that exhibits traits like altruism, 

cheating and co-operation. Based on their immediate physical environment, the cells in different 

regions in these communities exhibit different phenotypes. Secretion of nutrient-digesting 

enzymes(Drescher et al. 2014), iron-chelating siderophores(Harrison and Buckling 2009), 

biosurfactants for group motility(Pollak et al. 2016), and structural components for biofilm 

formation(Boyle et al. 2013; Dragos and Kovacs 2017) are some of the specialized roles that the cells in 

the community undertake. Mixed phenotype communities have been shown to perform better than 

communities with a single homogenous phenotype(Dragos et al. 2018). This can be attributed to the 

fact that in a community where cells take up specialized roles, there is no regulatory burden of 

switching between the different tasks. It is implied that the shared tasks are complimentary to one 

another and the benefits are shared among the participating subpopulations. This makes the 

community utilize nutrients more efficiently, leading to higher yields.  

It has been shown in a study that due to frequent experimentation and growth in vitro, the bacteria 

might have become domesticated and thus lost their ability to form an architecturally robust 

biofilm(McLoon et al. 2011). The study compares the laboratory strain 168 with the wild type strain 

NCIB3610 in terms of architecture. They identify four gene mutations, namely sfp, epsC, swrA, and 

degQ (see table 1B) as a cause for the inability of the laboratory strain to form robust biofilms. 
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Additionally, they also identify a large plasmid present in NCIB3610 but not in 168 that contains a gene 

rapP, which also plays a role in the biofilm architectural complexity.      

2. Biofilms 

Biofilms are an aggregation of one or more types of bacteria or sometimes even fungi(LeBlanc et al. 

2013). Biofilms have been hypothesized to have originated as a defense mechanism of primitive 

prokaryotes from the harsh conditions of the primitive earth environment(Hall-Stoodley, Costerton, 

and Stoodley 2004). In addition, biofilms have also been thought of as the attempt of single celled 

prokaryotes to cooperate and coexist as a community, which laid the foundations of 

multicellularity(Claessen et al. 2014a).  

Bacterial biofilms can be found on a solid surface or floating on top of liquid as a pellicle. Dental 

plaque is the most relatable encounter of an average human with biofilms. They are a major nuisance 

if they grow on implants or catheters(Nickel and Costerton 1992; Hall-Stoodley and Stoodley 2009). 

They also clog pipes and drains in industries(Yan et al. 2009). On the other hand, biofilms play a critical 

role in bioremediation(Singh, Paul, and Jain 2006), are an excellent source of energy in the form of 

microbial fuel cells(Logan 2009), and are also invaluable in the commercial production of 

vitamins(Mahdinia, Demirci, and Berenjian 2019). The extracellular polymeric substances that form 

the matrix of the biofilm are predominantly exopolysaccharides, amyloid fibers and nucleic 

acids(Branda et al. 2006). Bacillus subtilis biofilms, in particular, are comprised of poly-N-acetyl 

glucosamine as a predominant polysaccharide(Roux et al. 2015) and an amyloid like protein 

tasA(Romero et al. 2010). The fifteen-gene exopolysaccharide operon epsA-O and the three-gene 

operon tapA-sipW-tasA mediate the formation of the biofilm. A potent repressor of both these 

operons, sinR, acts on several sites in the promoter regions of these operons, thus exerting direct 

negative control(Chu et al. 2006). Tables 1Table 1A-B summarize the function of each of these genes 

as they appear in the SubtiWiki database(Zhu and Stülke 2017).  

Table 1A: Genes involved in the biofilm matrix production.  

Name Function 

epsA putative transmembrane modulator of EpsB activity 

epsB protein tyrosine kinase, phosphorylation of EpsE 

epsC UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 4,6-dehydratase, biosynthesis of N,N'-diacetylbacillosamine. 

(inactive in B. subtilis 168) 
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epsD similar to glucosyltransferase 

epsE glycosyltransferase, inhibitor of motility 

epsF similar to glucosyltransferase 

epsG Transmembrane protein of glucosyltransferase family. 

epsH undecaprenyl (UnDP) priming UDP-N-acetyl-glucosamine transferase 

epsI glycosyltransferase, synthesis of extracellular poly-N-acetylglucosamine 

epsJ UDP-N-acetyl-glucosamine transferase, synthesis of extracellular poly-N-acetylglucosamine 

epsK export of extracellular poly-N-acetylglucosamine 

epsL similar to UDP-galactose phosphate transferase 

epsM UDP-2,4,6-trideoxy-2-acetamido-4-amino glucose acetyltransferase 

epsN UDP-2,6-dideoxy 2-acetamido 4-keto glucose aminotransferase 

epsO similar to pyruvyltransferase 

tapA TasA anchoring/assembly protein. Minor component of TasA fibers. 

sipW bifunctional signal peptidase I. Cleavage of hydrophobic, N-terminal signal or leader 

sequences from TasA and TapA(Stover and Driks 1999b, 1999a). Only required for formation 

of biofilms on solid surfaces(Terra et al. 2012). 

tasA 28.15 kDa amyloid protein(Romero et al. 2010). Major component of TasA fibers. 

 

Table 1B: Genes that indirectly influence biofilm formation. 

Name Function  

sfp 4-phosphopantetheinyl transferase (surfactin synthetase-activating enzyme), inactive 

pseudogene in strain 168 

swrA Main activator of flagellar biosynthesis, modulator of DegU activity, converts DegU-P from a 

repressor to an activator of the fla-che operon, enhances sigD transcription, and controls the 

number of flagellar basal bodies, inactive pseudogene in strain 168. 
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degU two-component response regulator, regulation of degradative enzyme expression, genetic 

competence, biofilm formation, capsule biosynthesis (together with SwrA), non-

phosphorylated DegU is required for swarming motility 

This matrix not only keeps the individual cells together but also participates in migration, exchange of 

genetic material and nutrients, and signaling(Dragoš and Kovács 2017). Within the biofilm community, 

various cells take up specialized roles. This division of labor facilitates better growth rates, thus making 

the biofilm community greater than the sum of its parts(Dragoš et al. 2018). 

3. Why are biofilms so resilient to antibiotics? 

Biofilms, although made mostly of water, consist of exopolyssacharides, DNA, and amyloid 

fibres(Stewart 2002). Amyloids are known to be hydrophobic(Zeng et al. 2015). This might retard the 

diffusion rate in the biofilm matrix. Solutes of the size of a typical antibiotic compound diffuse at a 

much slower rate in biofilms, as compared to that in pure water(Stewart 1998). This has also been 

measured in polysaccharide or glycoprotein gels which show diffusion rates of 36% to 76% of that in 

pure water(Cheema, Rassing, and Marriott 1986). This alone however, cannot explain why antibiotics 

are so ineffective against biofilms. In addition to reduced mobility, another hurdle faced by antibiotics 

is the extracellular inactivation by a resistance factor or sequestration to the biofilm matrix during 

diffusion. For example, penicillin can be inactivated during diffusion in the biofilm by a beta lactamase 

positive bacterium(Anderl, Franklin, and Stewart 2000). Positively charged aminoglycosides bind to the 

negatively charged matrix polymers which also retards the diffusion of these antimicrobial 

agents(Kumon et al. 1994; Gordon, Hodges, and Marriott 1988). In addition to retarding and 

immobilizing antibiotics, rapid degradation is also critical to mitigate the insults of the antibiotic 

substance. In spite of this, in most of the examples in which effective antibiotic penetration has been 

demonstrated experimentally, the investigators report survival of the test microorganism(Darouiche 

et al. 1994; Dunne, Mason, and Kaplan 1993; Anderl, Franklin, and Stewart 2000). This indicates the 

presence of yet another mechanism that helps biofilms tackle the challenges of antibiotics.  

Biofilms often have micro gradients of different substances leading to different metabolic states of 

cells in different locations of the biofilm. Antibiotics like penicillin, only target metabolically active 

(growing) cells(Tuomanen et al. 1986). This leaves out the cells in stationary phase unharmed. Bacteria 

from an aerobic region of the biofilm may show higher resilience to aminoglycosides as compared to 

those in the anaerobic regions since these antibiotics are strongly inhibitory to anaerobes(Tack and 

Sabath 1985). 
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Hence it is difficult to expose the bacteria within a biofilm to a minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) 

of the antimicrobial agent. MIC is the lowest amount of antimicrobial substance required to inhibit the 

bacterial cells. This enables bacteria to develop strategies to evade or neutralize the particular 

antimicrobial substance in case of exposure in future.  

An experimental study by Liu et. al.(Liu et al. 2015) investigates a biofilm of B. subtilis growing in a thin 

microfluidics chamber (3mm x 3mm x 6µm), where glutamate is the only source of carbon and 

nitrogen. It was observed that under such limited nutrient availability, the biofilm population shows a 

periodic halting of growth. This was further shown to revolve around the metabolism of ammonia. The 

biofilm as shown in figure I is divided into two compartments - the interior and the periphery. Cells in 

the periphery have an advantage of obtaining glutamate directly from the environment, enabling a 

higher growth rate compared to the interior cells. On the downside, they also risk losing small 

molecules like ammonia to the environment readily. Cells in the interior feed on the ‘leftover’ 

glutamate that diffuses in from the periphery, resulting in a sluggish rate of growth. Additionally, the 

ammonia produced by the interior cells is not directly lost to the environment but instead can be used 

by the surrounding cells of the periphery. 

 

Figure I: Overview of the metabolite gradients in the biofilm. The gradient fades from blue (high 

concentration) to white (low concentration). 

Thus interior cells monopolize the production of ammonia for not just themselves but also for the 

peripheral cells. In exchange, the periphery shields them from physical and chemical attacks. Ammonia 
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is a valuable source of nitrogen which is used along with glutamate to produce glutamine. Glutamate 

is also an ammonia donor for several other amino acids, all of which together form proteins which are 

considered a proxy for growth. Thus, by controlling the production of ammonia, the interior cells 

assume a direct control over the growth rate of the peripheral cells. This control enables them to 

prevent indefinite expansion of the peripheral cells which would make it harder for the interior cells to 

obtain glutamate. Thus, when peripheral cells grow rapidly, the interior cells begin to starve. This 

causes ammonia production to plummet, which in turn halts the expansion of the periphery. This 

restores the supply of glutamate and also the production of ammonia and subsequently, the growth of 

the periphery. Thus ammonia causes the growth to periodically halt, leading to oscillations. The aim of 

this study is to model these oscillations using a minimal number of ordinary differential equations 

(ODEs). 

4. Population dynamics of Biofilms  

Biofilms are a society of bacteria that is formed when a quorum of cells aggregate(Davey and O'Toole 

2000). Bacteria sense this through ‘quorum sensing’(Li and Tian 2012), which is a process by which 

they communicate with each other by releasing and sensing small molecules . These communities 

show several social dynamics and clustering into micro colonies(Nadell, Drescher, and Foster 2016a). 

Game theory has been used to study population dynamics of microbial communities(Li et al. 2015). In 

such an approach, cells are often considered as ‘players’ and their phenotype is considered as the 

‘strategies’(Hummert et al. 2014). These strategies are given payoffs and the best strategy is the one 

that earns the player the highest payoff. The game can be played with the cells of same or different 

species, so it can model co-operation or competition between two strains(Zomorrodi and Segrè 2017), 

or the division of labour, altruism and cheating within a population(Schuster et al. 2010); or it could 

also be used to describe host pathogen interactions(Ewald et al. 2019).  

C. Mathematical background 

1. Oscillations 

Our natural world consists of several phenomena that are periodic in space or time. The rotation of 

the earth creates cycles of day and night which is the basis for several biological oscillations and also 

forms the external driving force of circadian rhythms, which is roughly a 24 hour cycle of physiological 

events in all living beings(Edgar et al. 2012). The movement of the earth around the sun also creates 

seasons which are periodic on a larger timescale. The movement of the moon around the earth has an 

effect on the earth’s hydrosphere as the gravitational pull of the moon influences the tides in our 
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oceans. Oscillations can be caused due to either of these mechanisms: positive or negative feedback, 

time delay, noise and nonlinear nature of regulation (references follow in paragraphs below). 

A very common mode of oscillations is through negative feedback(Novak and Tyson 2008). However, it 

needs to be coupled with other mechanisms in order to obtain self-sustained intrinsically driven 

oscillations. Gene expression with a negative feedback mechanism is stabilized when the time delay in 

the feedback loop is minimized(Becskei and Serrano 2000). It intuitively follows that, to obtain 

oscillations, the delay needs to be introduced. One such example of time delay is gene 

expression(Monk 2003). The signaling part of the gene expression pathway is fast but once the 

expression starts, the transcript takes much longer to be fully formed, thus introducing delay. This 

effect is especially pronounced when it involves a cascade that incorporates multiple intermediate 

regulation steps(Hooshangi, Thiberge, and Weiss 2005). The downside of delay driven negative 

feedback oscillators is that they are prone to noise, especially when regulatory components are 

present in low amounts(Bratsun et al. 2005). Integrated positive and negative feedback can help 

mitigate the effects of noise and increase tunability of parameters(Pomerening, Sontag, and Ferrell 

2003). 

Positive feedback along with delay can lead to relaxation oscillations characterized by accumulation of 

a typical activator up to a certain threshold followed by its self-repression in a switch-like fashion, 

leading to ‘relaxation’(Ferrell, Tsai, and Yang 2011).  

Nonlinear regulation can generate oscillations. The Goodwin oscillator, used to model circadian and 

other genetic oscillations in biology, consists of a single negative feedback and a nonlinear Hill 

term(Goodwin 1965). It is as follows: 

  

  
   

  
 

  
             (G1) 

  

  
             (G2) 

  

  
             (G3) 

The regulation is considered non-linear when n>1, however, self-sustained oscillations are obtained 

only when n>8. Such a high value of non-linearity is deemed unrealistic especially considering simple 

co-operative dynamics. However, it is shown to be a good one-step approximation of multiple steps 

provided that they are fast enough. For example, for pathways involving several (de-)phosphorylation 

steps which are fast enough, the dynamics obtained by the multistep phosphorylation mechanism are 

in good numerical agreement with the Goodwin model(Gonze and Abou-Jaoude 2013). If X, Y and Z 

are the concentrations of mRNA of a particular gene, its protein product, and its transcriptional 
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inhibitor respectively, the high non-linearity (for example, n>8) creates a time delay in the action of 

the inhibitor which is negligible until it crosses a certain threshold. 

Noise is typically detrimental, but sometimes it could be the source of oscillations; for instance, when 

feedback is simply not sufficient. A study shows that fluctuations in temperature are sufficient to 

induce oscillations in a non-isothermal chemical system containing a single negative feedback loop, in 

the absence of any deterministic limit cycle or periodic forcing(Simakov and Pérez-Mercader 2013). 

Another example of noise driven oscillators is found in bacterial cell size. A typical bacterial cell 

approximately doubles in size before dividing into two daughter cells. A larger cell will thus divide 

sooner than a smaller cell. This effect is described by a linear map. A study shows a subset of cell 

population that exhibits periodicity in cell size that spans across several generations(Tanouchi et al. 

2015). The study points out that a noisy linear map helps explain these oscillations i.e. a cell with a 

larger size divides sooner than a smaller one. 

2. Why choose a minimal system? 

 A well-known principle in philosophy states that if there are two explanations for a phenomenon, the 

one that uses the least number of assumptions is usually the correct one, or at least the more 

appropriate one. This is known as Occam’s razor, which helps shave off unlikely explanations(Garrett 

1991). A typical model contains variables which represent the dynamic components of a phenomenon. 

Variables can be linked to each other or to time derivatives of variables using parameters. The value of 

a parameter can either be estimated from experimental data or assumed to have an arbitrary value. 

This makes it a major source of error. A minimal model implies the least possible number of variables 

which will contain the least possible number of parameters. One may argue whether minimal models 

are more accurate than larger models or not. At least they are easy to analyze analytically or 

numerically due to the low number of parameters. Often they are sufficient to describe the essential 

features of the phenomenon under study.  

A minimal model has been used to describe food absorption in the gut(Worthington 1997). Those 

authors present three progressively complex models that describe the conversion of two different 

foods in the gut to the appearance of glucose in the blood plasma. They have shown that the 

predictions of the minimal model matched the experimental results. This model eliminates the 

parameters like insulin sensitivity and insulin response, which vary from one person to another. It 

estimates the parameters such as the percent of the food that appears as plasma glucose, the 

fractional turnover rate and the transport delay which only vary with the type of food and not with the 

physiological state of the person eating the food. It is thus much easy to estimate how a particular 

food will affect the blood sugar which is critical for diabetics. 
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Another minimal model describes inhibition of tumor growth(Magni* et al. 2008). It is a probabilistic 

model based on minimal number of assumptions at cellular level. The result is a stochastic cell 

population model which is used to obtain the growth dynamics of tumor mass. Three cellular 

phenomena are considered for the model: cell birth, damage inflicted by the drug and the delay 

between drug action and cell death. The popular tumor growth inhibition model(Simeoni et al. 2004) 

is a special case of the minimal model presented here and has been widely applied to study the effects 

of anti-cancer drugs on the inhibition of tumors. 

3. Making a minimal model for oscillations 

Let us consider a one variable system for describing oscillations. Let µ be the growth rate of our 

biofilm which oscillates over time. Using nothing but ODEs, the only possible way to obtain oscillations 

in variable µ, is through an external driving force. This can easily be modeled by a sine function which 

is periodic in time. The biological driving force is the supply of nutrients, i.e. glutamate which needs to 

be periodic in time in order to obtain oscillations in our model. This can easily be achieved using a 

periodic feeding regime which ensures the exact same amounts of glutamate at regular intervals of 

time. To ensure a sinusoidal pattern of nutrient supply, they can be injected in the microfluidics 

chamber gradually over a period of time exactly equal to a quarter period of oscillation. However, in 

the experimental setup of Liu et. al., the nutrients are supplied at a constant rate and the oscillations 

arise out of a co-operative relationship between the interior and the peripheral cells of the biofilm. In 

other words, the oscillations are intrinsic. It is possible to obtain intrinsic oscillations in a one variable 

system using a delay differential equation (DDE). This means, the derivative of our function µ at a 

particular time denoted as µt is given in terms of the values of the function at previous times (µt-τ), 

where τ is the time delay. This implies that the value of µ depends on infinitely many values of τ. This 

makes our variable infinite dimensional which goes against our condition for minimality.  

Let us consider a two variable system, where variable A represents the level of ammonia, and variable 

G that of glutamate. Growth rate µ can be expressed in terms of A and G but is not a part of the 

model. American mathematician Alfred Lotka independently of the Italian mathematician Vito Volterra 

proposed a model to describe predator-prey interactions(Lotka 2002). Their system comprised of two 

variables which can be applied to the biofilm system, as follows: 

  

  
          (L-V1) 

  

  
           (L-V2) 
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Although minimal in terms of number of variables, the system involves two bilinear terms in each of 

the equations, which could be reduced to one or, more ideally, zero bilinear terms to further simplify 

the model. Other newer two-variable oscillators include the Higgins-Selkov model(Higgins 1967; 

Sel'kov 1968) which also has two non-linear terms and the Brusselator model(Prigogine and Lefever 

1968) which has two terms of the third degree. 

Let us look at a three-variable system. Wilhelm and Heinrich had proposed a three-variable oscillator 

for chemical systems(Wilhelm and Heinrich 1995). They enlisted in decreasing order of importance, 

four features for minimality for a model aimed at describing oscillations: 

1. Lowest number of reactants 

2. Lowest number of quadratic terms 

3. Minimal number of parameters i.e. minimal number of reactions 

4. Minimal number of bimolecular reactions. 

In this sense they present their smallest chemical oscillator model with only upto bimolecular 

reactions (bilinear terms). The model includes five reactions and three species X, Y and Z with variable 

concentrations. Their model is as follows: 

● 
  

  
                  (W-H1) 

● 
  

  
              (W-H2) 

● 
  

  
             (W-H3) 

In the following chapters we will see how this model can be used to described oscillations in Bacillus 

subtilis biofilms 
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II. Differential equation based minimal 

model describing metabolic oscillations in 

Bacillus subtilis biofilms  
Ravindra Garde, Bashar Ibrahim, Ákos T. Kovács, Stefan Schuster 

Published in Royal Society Open Science, volume 7, issue 2, Published on 5th February 2020 

 

Here we describe the periodic halting of growth in the biofilm of Bacillus subtilis using three ODEs. This 

is based on the smallest Chemical oscillator proposed by Wilhelm and Heinrich in 1995. This work 

highlights the strength of minimal models and also investigates the mechanism of oscillation – a 

negative feedback loop along with nonlinearity. It further investigates the sensitivity of the model to 

its parameters. Furthermore, the study indicates that oscillatory growth may not be favorable since 

the steady state growth rate exceeds it within the first 11 hours. 

I performed the simulations, wrote the manuscript and interpreted the results. Prof. Bashar Ibrahim 

carried out the mathematical analyses and supervised my work. Prof Stefan Schuster suggested the 

use of the smallest chemical oscillator by Wilhelm and Heinrich, performed the mathematical analysis, 

refined and structured the manuscript, supervised my work and helped in the interpretation of the 

results mathematically and biologically. Prof. Ákos T. Kovács helped in the interpretation of the results 

and edited and structured the manuscript. 
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S. Supplementary Information 

1. Applying the quasi-steady-state approximation to ammonia 

 

Just as in the case of the QSSA variable Gi (see main text for details), we apply the same approximation 

to the variable A. 

 

  
  

  
                (S1)

  

From Eq. (1), we derive a reduced system: 

 

   

  
              

    

  
      (S2) 

 

   

  
             (S3) 

 

The system shows two steady states: 

 

    
    

   (S4a,b)  

 

    
 

           

     
 ,     

 
           

     
 (S5a,b) 

 

(see Eqs. (3a,c)). The Jacobian matrix reads: 

 

   (
        

    

  
   

    

  
  

     

) (S6) 

 

For the trivial steady state (TSS, Eq. (S4)), it leads to: 

 

   (
        

     
) (S7) 

 

For matrices with such a triangular structure, the eigenvalues are given by the diagonal elements. In 

our case: 
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             ,         (S8) 

 

In any case, the eigenvalues are real, so that not even damped oscillations are possible. For k1GE < k4, 

both eigenvalues are negative, so that the trivial steady state is a stable node. For k1GE > k4, one 

eigenvalue is negative and the other one positive. The steady state then is unstable, it is a saddle 

point. 

For the NTSS (Eq. (S5)), the Jacobian matrix becomes: 

 

   (
  

       

  
  

     

) (S9) 

 

 The characteristic equation reads: 

 

                      (S10) 

 

This has the solutions 

 

        
  

 
 √  

 

 
             (S11) 

 

Now, we distinguish three cases: 

a) For      < k4, the term under the square root is positive, so that the root is real. Moreover, it 

is larger than k3/2. Thus, one eigenvalue is negative and the other one positive. The steady 

state then is unstable, it is a saddle point. 

b) For 0 <      – k4 < 
  

 

   
, the root is again real. It is less than k3/2, though. Both eigenvalues are 

negative; the steady state is a stable node.   

c) For      – k4 > 
  

 

   
, the root is imaginary. Both eigenvalues are complex numbers, with the 

same negative real part -k3/2. The steady state is a stable focus. This state is, thus, reached by 

damped oscillations. 

 

The transition between stable node and stable focus occurs at      – k4 = 
  

 

   
. The results of this 

approximation are similar to those in the main text section on QSSA. We can conclude that the limit-
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cycle oscillations vanish if ammonia diffuses very fast. 

Figure S1: Bifurcation plot of Gp versus k2. It can be seen that the model is not very sensitive to k2 in 

terms of amplitude of oscillations if k2 ≥ 2 h-1. 
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Figure S2: Bifurcation plot of Gp versus k3. The model is sensitive to k3 if k3 ≥ 4 h-1 in terms of amplitude 

of oscillations.

 

Figure S3: Bifurcation plot of Gp versus k4. The model is sensitive to k4 if k4 ≤ 3 h-1 in terms of amplitude 

of oscillations. 
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Figure S4: Time course after introducing self-amplification to Gi in addition to Gp. This can be obtained 

by changing the term k4Gp to k4GiGp in eq (1). The oscillations become spike-like but no dramatic 

difference to the results of the minimal model can be seen. In order to obtain realistic oscillations, the 

parameter values needed to be changed. The parameters from Table 1 were reduced to 10% while k3 

was increased to 15.93 h-1. In the main text, we only use self-amplification for Gp. 
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Figure S5: Plot of the time course of growth as calculated from Eq. (4) for various initial values of Gp 

from 1 mmol/l – 10 mmol/l with a step size of 1 mmol/l (all wavy curves). On average the curves have 

a doubling time of about 99 minutes. The black monotonic curve (initial value: 10-9 mmol/l) indicates 

the growth calculated by the steady state values. It can be seen that the steady state growth rate 

overtakes the oscillating growth rate at about 10.5 hours. 

 

 Table S1: Sensitivity analysis for all variables at steady state with respect to all parameters. Darker 

shades denote higher sensitivity. Positive sensitivity is shown in green and negative in red. White 

means that the variable is not sensitive to that parameter.  

a: Values indicate unscaled derivatives at steady state. 

 k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 

[A] 5.6604 -0.2944 0 -0.1887 0 

[Gi] 9.8441 -0.5120 0.6790 -0.3281 -1.1798 

[Gp] 11.3208 -0.5888 0.7809 -1.9392 0 

b: Values indicate scaled derivatives at steady state. 

 k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 

[A] 1.2416 -1 0 -0.2416 0 

[Gi] 1.2416 -1 1 -0.2416 -1 

[Gp] 1.2416 -1 1 -1.2416 0 
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III. Extending the minimal model of 

metabolic oscillations in Bacillus subtilis 

biofilms  

Ravindra Garde, Bashar Ibrahim, Stefan Schuster 

Published in Scientific Reports, volume 10, issue 1, Published on 27th March 2020 

This article studies four different modifications to the model presented in Article 1 

1. s6ODE and c6ODE: simple and complex 6 variable model which shows gradients of metabolites 

can be neglected and that three ODEs are sufficient to model biofilm oscillations. 

2. RMM: Reversible and Michaelis-Menten kinetics: realistic diffusion (due to reversibility) and 

kinetics parameters can be validated experimentally. We also observe a pair of Hopf 

bifurcations within a single bifurcation analysis. The model predicts that oscillations will be 

quenched if nutrients are in excess. Conversely, it reconfirms the well observed phenomenon 

that oscillations only arise in a biofilm under nutrient scarcity. 

3. MMK: Michaelis Menten kinetics. We test and find that  if MM kinetics is responsible for the 

bubble. 

4. R: Reversible reactions (simple mass action kinetics). We test if reversibility plays a role in 

obtaining the Hopf bubble. We conclude, it does not unless k1GEGp is also made reversible (see 

figure S2). Thus the reaction k1GEGp either needs to be made reversible or modelled using 

saturation kinetics in order to have the Hopf bubble. 

Another prediction this modification makes is that, at adequately high supply of glutamate, oscillations 

are no longer necessary. This seems an intuitive prediction but none of the earlier models by Liu et. al. 

and Bocci et. al. have made this prediction. 

Although our work is theoretical, our results are also consistent with experiments. Our model helps to 

broaden our understanding about the metabolic oscillations not only mathematically but also 

biologically. 

I performed the simulations, wrote the manuscript and interpreted the results. Prof. Bashar Ibrahim 

carried out the mathematical analyses and supervised my work. Prof Stefan Schuster suggested the 

use of three variables for ammonia in the 6ODE models, performed the mathematical analysis, refined 

and structured the manuscript, supervised my work and helped in the interpretation of the results 
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mathematically and biologically. 
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S. Supplementary Information 

1. Quasi-steady-state approximation non trivial steady state  

The Jacobian matrix for the NTSS reads: 

  (
          

    

      
             

    

      
   

     

      
    

  
     

      
         

)     

The eigenvalues are         
   √      

 
,  where  

for the NTSS: 

   

                           
     

      
          

                               
     

      
               

     

      
     

         

               
    

      
     (always positive , and         ) 
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Figure S1: Bifurcation plot of Gp versus GE (model s6ODE): The Hopf bifurcation occurs at about GE = 

9.6 mmol/l, as opposed to 24.4 mmol/l for model BM or c6ODE. 

 

Figure S2: Bifurcation plot of Gp versus GE (model R): Parameters: k1 = 0.74 (mM* h)-1, k-1 = 0.074 

(mM* h)-1, k2 = k-2 = k5 = k-5 = k2 = 2.3 h-1, k3 = k-3 = 4 h-1, k2 = k2 = 3 h-1. Only for this set of parameters, 

and when k-1 is non zero, the bubble-like Hopf bifurcation can be observed, indicating that reversibility 

of reaction 1 is crucial for this kind of a bifurcation. 
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IV. Modelling population dynamics in a 

unicellular social organism community using a 

minimal model and evolutionary game theory 
Ravindra Garde, Jan Ewald, Ákos T. Kovács, Stefan Schuster  

Published in: Royal Society Open Biology volume 10, issue 11. Published on: 4th November 2020 

Here we apply the minimal model to describe the population dynamics of three different phenotypes: 

the resistant cells, the motile cells and the producer cells. The three subpopulations represent a typical 

unicellular social organism community. We test the behaviour of the community under three different 

levels of antibiotic stress. We also present a game theoretical interpretation of the observed 

behaviour. The work helps understand the strategies that a population makes in order to maximise its 

chances of survival.   

I thought of the application of the model to describe the population dynamics and describe the model 

behaviour using evolutionary game theory and wrote the manuscript. Prof. Kovács suggested making a 

generalized model that can be applied to not just bacteria but all communities of unicellular social 

organisms. Prof. Schuster and Dr. Ewald provided valuable inputs and shaped the manuscript. 
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Abstract 
Most unicellular organisms live in communities, express different phenotypes, and interact with each 

other. Certain microbes are known to form highly resistant spores and elaborate structures called 

fruiting bodies for the dispersal of these spores. Another survival mechanism includes secretion of a 

sticky substance which provides protection from the external perturbations and also enhances 

nutrient exchange. Other microbes exhibit resistance to antibiotics. Many efforts have been made to 

study the population dynamics of such complex communities of cells, co-existing as a well-coordinated 

unit. Minimal models based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are powerful tools that can help 

us understand complex phenomena. They represent an appropriate compromise between complexity 

and tractability; they allow a profound and comprehensive analysis, which is still easy to understand. 

Evolutionary game theory is another powerful tool that can help us understand the costs and benefits 

of the decision that a particular cell of a unicellular social organism takes when faced with the 

challenges of the biotic and abiotic environment. This work is a binocular view of the population 

dynamics of a community of such an organism through the objectives of ODE-based minimal modelling 

and evolutionary game theory. We test the behaviour of the community of a unicellular social 

organism at three levels of antibiotic stress and observe that even in the absence of the antibiotic; 

spikes in the fraction of resistant cells can be observed indicating the importance of bet hedging. At 

moderate level of antibiotic stress, we witness cyclic dynamics reminiscent of the renowned rock-

paper-scissors game while at a very high level, the resistant type strategy is the most favourable. 
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A. Introduction 
Many unicellular organisms have been shown to exhibit social interactions. For instance, biofilms such 

as those of Bacillus subtilis(Dragos et al. 2018), Escherichia coli(Amanatidou et al. 2019), Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa and many other bacteria show distinct social dynamics including cooperation(Nadell, 

Drescher, and Foster 2016b; Diggle et al. 2007), competition(Coyte et al. 2017; Griffin, West, and 

Buckling 2004), division of labour(van Gestel, Vlamakis, and Kolter 2015), altruism(Kreft 2004), 

cheating(Amanatidou et al. 2019; Jiricny et al. 2010), and even cannibalism(González-Pastor 2011). 

Such communities do not only represent an aggregation of cells but have long been observed as 

possible first steps towards the evolution of multicellularity(Claessen et al. 2014b). Different 

subpopulations within the biofilm are subjected to different microenvironments(Xavier and Foster 

2007). Such microenvironments are a consequence of gradients of different substances like nutrients 

and waste products in the biofilm(de Beer et al. 1994). This often implies that different subpopulations 

exhibit distinct phenotypes. For example, a subpopulation of metabolically active cells in a P. 

aeruginosa biofilm develops resistance to colistin whereas the metabolically inactive cells can survive 

ciprofloxacin and tetracycline. In order to destroy the biofilm, a treatment of colistin in combination 

with either ciprofloxacin or tetracycline is required(Pamp et al. 2008). Similarly, B. subtilis biofilm 

shows phenotypic differences in the cells located in the interior from those located in the 

periphery(Liu et al. 2015). This system has been studied in detail by Liu et. al.(Liu et al. 2015) and has 

been modelled using minimal models(Garde et al. 2020; Garde, Ibrahim, and Schuster 2020). In this 

study, we aim to apply a similar minimal modelling approach in the context of population dynamics in 

a typical community of unicellular social organisms. 

Fruiting bodies are observed in eukaryotes like Dictyostelium discoideum(Smith, Queller, and 

Strassmann 2014; Hillmann et al. 2018) and other dictyostelids. The amoebae Acanthamoeba 

pyriformis and Luapelamoeba arachisporum form minute sporocarpic fruiting bodies (Tice et al. 2016). 

Moreover, prokaryotes including Myxococcus xanthus and B. subtilis among others have been 

proposed to form similar fruiting bodies(Branda et al. 2001; Hartzell). Motile cells attach to one 

another and form aerial structures that are the hub for sporulation. These cells lose their motility in 

order to form the sporulating fruiting body. Our study explores what makes a particular cell take such 

a decision, to change its phenotype. To do this, we employ a minimal model consisting of three 

ordinary differential equations (ODEs) as originally  proposed by Wilhelm and Heinrich to describe 

oscillatory chemical reactions(Wilhelm and Heinrich 1995). This model has also been used to describe 

the periodic halting in the expansion of a B. subtilis biofilm. Furthermore, it has been used to study 

oscillations in the p53 system of higher eukaryotes(Geva-Zatorsky et al. 2006).  
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Here, we focus on creating a generalized model that can be applied to a wide range of organisms that 

coexist in a community, in addition to relating the observations to B. subtilis. In that regard, the 

biofilm can be considered a public good, and the spores can be considered a highly resistant and 

persistent phenotype. We consider three subpopulations in the biofilm that exhibit three different 

phenotypes (see Figure 1):  

 The resistant cells, which are the most resilient to nutrient scarcity and chemical attack, 

 The producer cells, which can produce the public goods which help facilitate growth, but are 

also more susceptible to antibiotics and other chemical and environmental challenges, 

 The motile cells which have the ability to move away from antibiotics and towards nutrients 

(chemotaxis). It also serves as a connecting cell type between the resistant type with the 

producer type sub-population.  

Each of these types is represented by an ODE. We were interested in the proportion of the resistant 

cells with respect to the producers, therefore, the population distribution for three different cases 

were studied, each corresponding to a different range of antibiotic stress: when there is no antibiotic, 

moderate level of antibiotic and very high level of antibiotic. 

We then describe the observations in each of the three cases using evolutionary game theory. We do 

this by considering a two-strategy game and a three-strategy game. Our study suggests that as the 

antibiotic stress increases, the system tends to stabilise towards a higher proportion of resistant cells. 

This state is reached through oscillations in the proportion of producers to resistant cells. 

B. Methods  

1. The ODE model 

We consider three subpopulations of an organism, as outlined above. The resistant subpopulation, 

denoted by R, which can survive antibiotics and environmental stresses (see Figure 1). This 

subpopulation can transit into a motile cell subpopulation denoted by M, which is a representative of 

free-floating cells with chemotaxis. It can also be regarded as an intermediate stage between the 

resistant phenotype changing into the producer phenotype, denoted by P. Subpopulation P pays the 

costs associated with the production of public goods. 
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Figure 1: Scheme of the population dynamics of the three subpopulations of the model. M cells arise 
from R cells and can differentiate into P cells. The P cells incur costs of public goods production 
(indicated dashed pentagon) while the R cells are mainly responsible for bet hedging (indicated with 
dashed pentagon). P cells also affect the degree of bet hedging, for example, by contributing to 
fruiting body establishment. 

 Thus the dynamics of these subpopulations can be described using three variables based on the 

model suggested by Wilhelm and Heinrich(Wilhelm and Heinrich 1995), as follows: 

 
  

  
                 (1a) 

 
  

  
              (1b) 

 
  

  
             (1c) 

 

2. Assumptions of the model 

 The subpopulations are generated in the order R —> M —> P.  

 R cells show an arrested state of cell growth but show a self-amplifying proliferation because it 

serves the reproduction of the population. Such behaviour of R cells was also shown in 

Dictyostelium(Smith, Queller, and Strassmann 2014; Hillmann et al. 2018). They can be 

thought of as a reserve of cells that have highly reduced functions and only exhibit resistance 

phenotypes. In a community such as a biofilm which show efficient nutrient sharing(Liu et al. 

2017), R cells which have a highly restricted metabolism, and therefore very limited nutrient 

requirements, obtain a steady supply of nutrients quite easily. This is given by the constant N. 
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 The term k2RP represents that both subpopulations R and P are the essential components of 

the ‘sessile’ community. Without subpopulation R, the community will not be able to survive 

the biotic and abiotic stress and without subpopulation P, the public goods, the very basis for 

a communal lifestyle, would not be produced. For example, in a fruiting body, the spores 

(analogous to resistant cells in our model) and the biofilm (analogous to public goods in our 

model) matrix are both required in order to form a fruiting body. The term also represents the 

degree of bet-hedging or ‘resistance’ the community invests in. It follows that a community 

that produces more public goods, also invests more in bet-hedging. 

 The cost of public goods production is given by the constant k3, whereas k2 is the cost of 

resistance. When there is no antibiotic stress, resistance is costlier than producing public 

goods. When the antibiotic stress is high, producing public goods is costlier than resistance. 

 N is arbitrarily chosen to be 3 while all the other constants are equal to unity per time unit.  

3. Simulation 

The simulations were performed using COPASI version 4.27 and its deterministic solver 

LSODA(Hoops et al. 2006) . All the model parameters have been adapted from the paper by 

Wilhelm and Heinrich(Wilhelm and Heinrich 1995). We use hour as the time unit, so that the rate 

constants have the values 1 h-1. We run the time course calculation of the system (2.1a–c) for 25 

simulation hours with 1000 steps each of size 0.025 h (1.5 min). Moreover, we use methods from 

evolutionary game theory. The game theoretical modeling will be explained in the Results section.  

C. Results 

1. Results of the ODE model 

Based on the different antibiotic stresses, we can observe three different behaviours from the 

subpopulations. Figure 2 shows the ratio of R to that of the sum of R and P over time for three 

different levels of antibiotic stress. At zero stress, it is observed that the public good production is the 

dominant strategy (Figure 2a). However, we observe periodic spikes in the proportion of R cells. These 

spikes can be attributed to bet-hedging cycles where the community invests in making R cells in spite 

of high costs and zero stress. At moderate costs, we observe that the ratio of R cells oscillates with a 

shorter period. This implies that there is a constant switching in the dominant subpopulations owing 

to similar costs of production for either subpopulation (Figure 2b). As the public goods get costlier, the 

R subpopulation emerges to be the dominant strategy. This state is reached through damped 

oscillations (Figure 2c). For very high costs, the steady state is reached by a monotonic relaxation with 

practically no oscillation (Figure 2d). In mathematical terms, this corresponds to a stable node. It is 
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unlikely that this case is of biological relevance because public goods are only produced if costs are not 

too high.  

 

a 

Figure 2: Ratio of R to that of the sum of R and P versus time. a: when k3 < k2 (specifically k2 = 1, k3 = 
0.1 in the simulation shown); b: when k2 approximately equals k3 (here k2 = k3 = 1); c: when 2k2 < k3 

(here k2 = 1, k3 = 10); d: when k2 << k3 (here k2 = 1, k3 = 1000). The system transitions from spike-like 
oscillations to sinusoidal ones, then to damped oscillations, leading to a steady state and finally to a 
nearly monotonic relaxation to a steady state. 

The bifurcations separating the different dynamic regimes can be determined in the same way as 
shown in our earlier paper(Garde et al. 2020). The effect of changing k3 for this model is shown in 
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Figure 3. This type of transition is called Hopf bifurcation. 

 

Figure 3: Bifurcation diagram of R/(R+P) against k3. The ratio oscillates, for example, at k3 = k2 (=1), but 

as k3 increases, the amplitude of oscillation reduces until a steady state is reached at k3 = 2. The two 

arms of the convex hull represent the maxima and minima of oscillation (amplitude). 

2. Describing the results using evolutionary game theory 

a)  Three-strategy two-player game 

The observations of this model can be described using evolutionary game theory. For this, we consider 

a three-strategy game, where the subpopulations are considered as the three strategies. In order to 

assign payoffs correctly, we must consider the advantages and disadvantages of each of the 

subpopulation. Subpopulation R has the lowest metabolic activity and hence it can withstand extreme 

conditions such as nutrient limitation and chemical attacks. Subpopulation P on the other hand is the 

most susceptible to chemical stress such as antibiotics due to high metabolic activity. It has been 

shown that some antimicrobials such as beta-lactam antibiotics target metabolically active 

cells(Tuomanen et al. 1986). Subpopulation M is not as active metabolically as subpopulation P hence 

it is less susceptible to antimicrobials in comparison. But it is motile and is therefore capable of 

chemotaxis, i.e. M cells can move away from antibiotics and closer to nutrients. Thus no 
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subpopulation has a clear advantage over the other two and the game is comparable to the well-

known rock-paper-scissors (RPS) game (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4: The dynamics of biofilm subpopulations as a three-strategy game. No single strategy is better 
than both the remaining strategies.  

The three subpopulations are considered as the three strategies and we can compare the pay-offs in 

the all against all fashion in a payoff matrix (Table 1). Based on the interaction given in Figure 4, we 

award the ‘winner’ 1 point while the loser loses 1. Draws / ties, such as the ones resulting from playing 

the same strategies are given no points. Thus, it is a zero-sum game. 

Table 1: Pay-offs for the three-strategy, two-player game. 

Player 1          Player 2
 R M P 

R 0 \ 0 -1 \ 1 1 \ -1 

M 1 \ -1 0 \ 0 -1 \ 1 

P -1 \ 1 1 \ -1 0 \ 0 

As seen from table 1, for every strategy of player 1, player 2 can change to a better strategy and vice-

versa indicating that there is no Nash equilibrium in pure strategies. A similar scenario has also been 

described for the RPS game, either by pay-off matrices(Gintis 2000) or by an ODE approach(Neumann 

and Schuster 2007; Czárán, Hoekstra, and Pagie 2002; May and Leonard 1975). The description by 
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ODEs predicts, depending on parameter values, either undamped oscillations by which one type 

outcompetes the other two, coexistence of the three types in an oscillatory way or stationary 

coexistence(Neumann and Schuster 2007).     

All the results obtained in evolutionary game theory for the RPS game can be applied to the above 

system. In particular, there is no pure Nash equilibrium. The only mixed Nash equilibrium is that all the 

three strategies are played with a probability of 1/3. Other fractions can easily be simulated by taking 

other payoff values. One way to do this is to simply cycle through the strategies successively. This 

implies a cyclic dominance of different subpopulations. This explains the life cycle of the community. 

b) Two-strategy two-player game  

Another method to model this is by considering a two strategy game. For this we exclude the M cell 

population and only consider R cells and P cells as strategies. We then consider the interaction of a 

typical single cell with a group of mature cells in the community. The single nascent cell could either 

be of type R or P. In evolutionary game theory, this is often called an invading rare mutant (where 

“invading” does not necessarily mean invasion from the outside, it could also mean occurrence by 

mutation). Similarly, the group of mature cells within the community can be of type R or P. The payoffs 

for this two-strategy game are given in Table 2, white columns.  

The best outcome for a nascent resistant cell is against the mature producer – it gets access to the 

public goods without any costs. Hence, it gets a payoff of 2. The mature producer cells, on the other 

hand, have a payoff of zero, since they have to share their nutrients with the new ‘freeloader’ cell.  

A nascent resistant cell is not as resilient as compared to the matured resistant cells in the community 

and is thus outcompeted. For the mature resistant cells, the newcomer is an added taskforce of 

resistant cells and thus a much desired outcome. The nascent resistant cell gets a payoff of 0 while the 

matured resistant cells get a payoff of 2.  

The nascent P cell is exploited by the mature R cells for its public goods. Thus it gets a payoff of 0.5 

while the resistant cells get a payoff of 1.5. On the other hand, a nascent P is added task force for 

public goods production; hence the mature P cells benefit from this and have a payoff of 2. The 

nascent P cell also gets a payoff of 1.  

This describes the game when the antibiotic stress is moderate, i.e., when k3 = k2. For the remaining 

two cases, one can simply add one point to the payoff of all P type strategies in order to obtain the 

blue column, which describes the dynamics of the same game in the absence of the antibiotic stress, 
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i.e., when k3 < k2. Similarly, deducting one point from the payoff of all P strategies helps us obtain the 

dynamics of the game when the antibiotic stress is high, i.e., k3 > k2, shown in the red column. 

 

Table 2: Pay-offs of the two-strategy two-player player game. The three cases based on the level of 
antibiotic stress reflected by the cost of resistance in relation to public goods production are given in 
blue (no stress, i.e. k3 < k2), white (moderate stress, i.e. k3 = k2) and red (high stress, i.e. k3 > k2) 
columns respectively.   

 

Player 1                      Player 2
 P (mature) R (mature) 

k3 < k2 k3 = k2 k3 > k2 k3 < k2 k3 = k2 k3 > k2 

P (nascent) 2\3 1\2 0\1 1.5\1.5 0.5\1.5 -0.5\1.5  

R (nascent) 2\1 2\0 2\-1 0\2 0\2 0\2 

It can be seen from the payoff matrix that there is no pure Nash equilibrium when k3 = k2 (white 

columns) and there is no evolutionarily stable strategy because for any change in the strategy of 

mature cells, the nascent cells can respond with a corresponding change in their strategy as well and 

one can expect a cyclic nature of the strategies leading to oscillations in the ratio of resistant cells. On 

the other hand, one can expect public goods production to be a dominant strategy when k3 < k2 (blue 

columns), however, since there is no difference in the payoffs of a nascent resistant cell as compared 

to a nascent producer when playing against matured producers, an occasional switch to the resistant 

type may be made by the nascent cell. Furthermore, when k3 > k2 (red columns) one can expect an 

unequivocal domination by resistance cells. This observation is well reflected in the three ODE model 

mentioned above (Case c in Fig. 2). 

D. Discussion 

This study focuses on the population dynamics in a community of a unicellular social organism. Several 

efforts have been made with respect to B. subtilis biofilms in the same direction before(Collins, 

Jacobsen, and Maxwell 2003; Zimmer et al. 1998; Pantastico-Caldas et al. 1992; Logsdon and Aldridge 

2018; Kampf et al. 2018) . This study employs an ODE based minimal model in order to describe the 

population dynamics in a community of a unicellular social organism. The mathematical model has 

been proposed by Wilhelm and Heinrich to describe chemical reactions(Wilhelm and Heinrich 1995) 
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and more recently, it has been also used to describe periodic halting in the expansion of a biofilm of B. 

subtilis(Garde et al. 2020; Garde, Ibrahim, and Schuster 2020).  

The model consists of three variables, each representing a subpopulation in the community. Figure 1 

describes the relationship of the model variables with each other. As per the assumption, both R and P 

type cells are crucial components of the sessile community. The term k2RP represents the degree of 

bet-hedging, where k2 is the cost of resistance. It also follows that the higher the investment into 

public goods, the higher is the degree of bet hedging. The interplay between the three subpopulations 

is illustrated in Figure 1.  

Based on this relationship, one can visualise a game similar to the RPS game. Table 1 describes the 

payoffs of this three-strategy game. Such a game with oscillatory dynamics was also described for 

bacteriocin production in bacteria using a Lotka-Volterra model(Neumann and Schuster 2007). There is 

a body of literature about modelling the RPS game by ODEs (Neumann and Schuster 2007; May and 

Leonard 1975; Czárán, Hoekstra, and Pagie 2002) and even PDEs(Reichenbach, Mobilia, and Frey 

2007). Our model is an even simpler description of the game and thus a minimal model for the RPS 

game. What is more interesting is that our model can be applied to not just bacteria but any 

communal organism with similarly interacting subpopulations. A further similarity of our approach to 

that of Neumann and Schuster(Neumann and Schuster 2007) is that the Hopf bifurcation is obtained 

for the bacteriocin parameter, similar to the antibiotic stress as discussed here.   

In the model presented above, players can change strategies, while in the previous approach by 

Neumann and Schuster(Neumann and Schuster 2007) the fraction of strategies changes by different 

growth rates and competition between the strategies. It is interesting that both cases can be 

described by the concepts of evolutionary game theory. 

In order to gain further insight into the population dynamics, we study the two strategies of resistance 

and biofilm production further. It can be seen from Figure 2a, which depicts the time course of the 

ratio of resistant cells to that of the sum of resistant cells and producers, in the absence of the 

antibiotic stress (k3 < k2), we observe that biofilm production is the dominant strategy. Furthermore, 

one can also observe periodic ‘resistance spikes’ suggesting that the population undergoes bet 

hedging cycles in order to have a reserve of cells that can survive adverse conditions. This warrants 

experimental validation in order to conclusively state that such bet-hedging cycles occur, although 

there have been reports on the sporulation cycles(Hutchison, Miller, and Angert 2014) and bet 

hedging(Veening, Smits, and Kuipers 2008; Veening et al. 2008) in bacteria. The study indicates that 

bacteria undergo sporulation even in the absence of nutrient stress as a bet-hedging strategy. 
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Furthermore, the period of these cycles is also not depicted accurately in this model since the rate 

constants are chosen arbitrarily because the goal here is to describe the underlying mechanism 

qualitatively and non-specifically.  

This observation can be described using a two-strategy two-player game. In Table 2, the blue columns 

represent this particular case where the antibiotic stress is absent and hence resistance is a costly 

investment, i.e. k3 < k2. Comparing the payoffs, one can expect that the Nash equilibrium would be to 

produce the public goods. However, since the payoffs for the nascent cell playing either strategy 

against the matured producer cells are the same, it is also not surprising to see an occasional rise in 

the resistant type subpopulation.  

Figure 2b describes the case when the antibiotic stress is moderate, and hence investing resources in 

resistance is favourable and, in this case, k3 = k2, meaning that producing public goods costs as much 

as resistance. One can observe a cycling of strategies between the resistant and the producer types. 

This is further explained by the two-strategy game. The white columns in Table 2 depict this case and 

one can see that there is no pure Nash equilibrium. This means that for every strategy chosen by 

player one, player two can improve its payoff by switching its own strategy. We can expect that the 

producer strategy is a suboptimal strategy where both players have relatively high payoffs. We may 

also hypothesize that when the community is sufficiently large, this cyclic switching of strategies might 

switch to a stable steady state where the ratio remains constant. This has been observed in the 

modified version of this ODE system by Garde et. al(Garde, Ibrahim, and Schuster 2020).  

Finally, Figure 2c describes the case when the antibiotic stress is the highest and investing in public 

goods instead of resistance is costlier, as such, k3 > k2. As expected the resistant cells emerge as the 

dominant subpopulation. This can be thought of as extreme resource limitation where the public 

goods become extremely costly to produce. In such a scenario, it is ideal for the community to 

produce resistant cells in order to ensure that it can survive this starvation phase until the nutrients 

are available once again. This scenario is also described in Table 2 in the red column. One can conclude 

that in this case, resistance is undoubtedly the dominant strategy. Cyclic behaviour is possible in 

symmetric three-strategy game, while two-strategy game needs to be asymmetric to yield cycles. 

This model can be modified in order to describe a particular bacterial biofilm. In such a scenario, the 

resistant cells can be thought of as spores and the public goods can be thought of as the biofilm 

matrix. In this study however, we only aim to put forth a generalized mechanism of the (non-cognitive) 

decision-making happening in the population of a unicellular communal organism (e.g. by entering the 

next developmental stage caused by an epigenetic switch). The ODE based system also serves as a 
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minimal model for the three strategy RPS game with cyclic dominance of strategies. Further, the two-

strategy game suggests, that as the antibiotic stress increases, the optimal strategy shifts from 

producing public goods towards producing resistance. Moreover, it also suggests that even in the 

absence of the antibiotic stress, the community invests in resistance as a bet-hedging strategy.   
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V. General Discussion 
Biofilms are communities of bacterial cells that usually form under environmental stress, for example, 

nutrient scarcity. This enables the community as a whole to tackle the insults of nature. For example, a 

biofilm can form a pellicle on the surface of a liquid so that the bacteria get access to oxygen. Due to a 

common goal of species survival, even the competing subpopulations in the biofilm can coexist in 

harmony in the biofilm of Bacillus subtilis as demonstrated by Liu et. al(Liu et al. 2015). The interior of 

the biofilm produces valuable ammonia and in return receives protection from the environment by 

the periphery. The periphery enjoys a relatively higher supply of nutrients and consequently a higher 

growth rate, in exchange of being at the mercy of the ammonia supply from the interior and the 

challenges of the environment. With the reins of the growth rate secured by the interior, a steady 

supply of nutrients to the interior is ensured. Liu et al report periodic halting in the growth of the 

biofilm, which arises due to the co-dependence of the interior and peripheral cells(Liu et al. 2015) 

This thesis is inspired by the findings of Liu et al with the aim to model their findings using a minimal 

model. We then also make different modifications to the model in order to make it biologically 

accurate. Furthermore, we employ the same minimal model to describe the population dynamics of a 

community of a social organism, taking inspiration from the interacting populations of the interior and 

peripheral cells. 

In order to better examine both interior and peripheral cells, the experimental setup of Liu et. al(Liu et 

al. 2015)  was  designed in such a way that the biofilm can only spread in one plane. The microfluidics 

chamber, where the cells grow, measures 3mm2 in area and only 6µm in thickness. This imparts a 

pancake-like structure to the biofilm and so the interior as well as the periphery of the biofilm can be 

observed simultaneously. They report that under nutrient limitation, oscillations can be observed in 

biofilm expansion. Furthermore, they also present an ODE based model and its bifurcation analysis 

and sensitivity analysis with respect to different parameters.  

In order to identify the cause of oscillations, Liu et. al. did several operon manipulation studies. One 

may suspect that the feedback loop driving the oscillations involves quorum sensing. However, the 

deletion of the operons opp and comX (making the mutant deficient in quorum sensing), does not 

eliminate the oscillations. Similarly, deletion or overexpression of operon tapA (extracellular matrix 

component, TasA) also does not affect oscillations indicating that the oscillations are not related to the 

biofilm matrix production. One may suspect that the periodic halting of expansion of the biofilm could 

be due to ‘lunch breaks’ of the motile cells; i.e. once the cells have moved to the surrounding nutrient 

rich region, they stop to assimilate the nutrients and then continue to move further, causing the 
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periodic halting. However, a mutant with a deletion of the operon hag (making the strain deficient in 

swimming and swarming) also shows oscillations. Further they also test a mutant without the rocG 

gene which makes the strain deficient in one of the two glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) enzymes. 

The rocG GDH production is sensitive to carbon catabolite repression. Liu et.al.observed oscillatory 

growth even after the deletion of rocG indicating that carbon source based regulation of GDH 

production plays no role in biofilm oscillations. 

They further find that when the oscillating biofilm is supplemented with 1 mM glutamine, the 

oscillations are quenched, indicating glutamine limitation to be the driver of oscillations. Further, they 

supplement the medium with ammonia and glutamate, both of which are required for glutamine 

production, to find that oscillations are quenched in the case of 1mM ammonia supplementation 

whereas they persist even after supplementation of 30mM glutamate.  This indicates that ammonia is 

the reason for glutamine limitation and thus the driver of oscillations. One may argue that ammonia 

can be produced by every cell in the biofilm, but when the peripheral cells produce it, it leads to a 

futile cycle since it is lost to the environment, due to rapid diffusion.  

In the experimental setup of Liu et.al, glutamate is the only source of nitrogen. A steady supply of 

glutamate ensures a steady production of ammonia by the interior cells. This causes the periphery to 

produce biomass and expand, which in turn causes the interior to starve. The result is a diminished 

supply of ammonia which halts the expansion or the periphery. Thus, a negative feedback loop due to 

ammonia limitation drives the oscillations. 

Such oscillations in the growth rate have never been observed earlier in any biofilm. It is difficult to say 

whether such oscillations can be observed in nature where there are many diverse substances in the 

environment and thus the nutrients that the biofilm feeds on are a dynamic cocktail. However, the 

significance of this observation is that it highlights a hitherto unknown mechanism of mitigating 

nutrient limitation. Further, the study also demonstrates how the distinct interior and peripheral 

phenotypes, especially their different metabolic rates help in tackling chemical attacks. It is known 

that metabolically inactive cells are not or rarely killed by antimicrobials(Tuomanen et al. 1986). The 

reason is that most antimicrobials are inhibitors of metabolic enzymes (e.g. penicillins, which inhibit 

cell wall synthesis).  This effect is known as phenotypic tolerance, which means the tolerance is only 

physiological and does not have a genetic basis as observed in antibiotic resistance(Wiuff et al. 2005). 

A similar oscillating strategy has also been reported in two biofilms that share the common nutrient 

source. Biofilms that share the nutrients out of phase, i.e., take turns feeding; have a better growth 

rate than those that do not(Liu et al. 2017). 
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This system has been modelled in article 1 using the smallest chemical oscillator with Hopf 

bifurcation(Wilhelm and Heinrich 1995). This minimal model was first proposed without a concrete 

application. Later it was used to study p53 oscillations (Geva-Zatorsky et al. 2006). The protein p53 

plays a vital role in tumor suppression in multicellular organisms. When in a complex with Mdm2, it is 

inactive. Stress responses such as DNA damage increase the dissociation of this complex, resulting in 

an increased concentration of active p53. After its activation, p53 activates several genes involved in 

apoptosis, aging, DNA repair and growth arrest. Additionally, p53 also acts as a transcriptional 

activator of mdm2, thus completing a negative feedback loop. This loop consists of entities that vary 

on different timescales – a fast protein-protein interaction timescale and a slow transcriptional 

timescale. Such interactions suggest an oscillatory regime in the concentrations of the interacting 

components. Sustained undamped oscillations were observed in in fluorescent tagged p53-CFP and 

mdm-YFP in individual living breast cancer (MCF7) cells following gamma irradiation(Geva-Zatorsky et 

al. 2006). This system was modelled using several families of models which also included the minimal 

model by Wilhelm and Heinrich(Wilhelm and Heinrich 1995). 

In article 1 we see the application of the minimal oscillator by Wilhelm and Heinrich to describe the 

observations of Liu et. al. The parameters have been adapted to best describe the experimental 

observations and also tuned in a way that is biologically plausible. For example, the diffusion rates of 

glutamate and ammonia, namely k4 and k3, are chosen such that k3 = 2k4 since the diffusion coefficient 

for ammonia(Cussler 2009) is about 1.6E-05 cm2s-1 while that for glutamate(Kullmann et al. 1999; 

Ribeiro et al. 2014) is about 8E-06 cm2s-1. This makes the model more realistic. A major result is that 

limi-cycle oscillations in biofilms can be described by simpler models than used by Liu et al(Liu et al. 

2017) and Bocci et al (Bocci et al. 2018).  

Further, we can also see the sensitivity analysis of various parameters. This is done in two ways. Firstly, 

we present bifurcation diagrams which involve scanning of a parameter value plotted against any one 

variables of the model. This allows us to see how the change in the parameter value affects the 

variable and the oscillations as a whole. Secondly, we differentiate all the steady state values of the 

variables with respect to each parameter. The major strengths of this model include the minimal 

nature and the precision. Being minimal, it can easily be analysed both analytically as well as 

numerically. 

Although the model successfully describes the metabolic oscillations in the growth of the biofilm, 

being a minimal model, it runs the risk of being an oversimplified version of the observation. For 

example, the model is based on ODEs which usually involve time as the only independent variable. 

This ignores any spatial effect that the variables may exhibit. In other words, the gradients of the 
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different substances in the biofilm are assumed to play no part in the oscillations. This is one of the 

limitations of ODE based models and can be overcome by using PDEs (Bocci et al. 2018). Further, the 

model uses irreversible mass action kinetics for every single reaction. This is not necessarily a 

drawback but in the biological scenario, reversible diffusion seems to be a more realistic assumption.  

In order to tackle these shortcomings, we make several modifications of the model in chapter III. First, 

we test if an ODE model is an oversimplification of the problem. In order to do so, we simply represent 

the gradient of substances using an additional layer (described by additional ODEs). Note that, in doing 

so, we increase the number of variables in the model thus making it no longer minimal.We find that 

although the model shows slight displacement in the bifurcation points, there is no qualitative 

difference in the model. We thus conclude that adding additional variables representing additional 

layers of the biofilm is unnecessary.This reinforces the robustness of the minimal model and how 

accurately it describes the biofilm oscillations. This also shows that the oscillations are temporal in 

nature and spatial effects hardly seem to play a role. Thus a smooth gradient of concentrations is not 

required and a distinction of the biofilm into interior and peripheral regions is sufficient. 

The uptake of nutrients, especially glutamate is an active process mediated by the proton glutamate 

symport protein(Tolner et al. 1995). Thus Michaelis-Menten kinetics is more suited to model this as 

compared to mass action kinetics. This has been considered as a separate modification and analysed 

further. This modification of the model predicts that oscillations are a means to mitigate the nutrient 

limitation and not a default in the B. subtilis biofilm system. This implies that oscillations will not be 

observed in the absence of nutrient limitation. Further, in the natural environment, where there are 

several alternative sources of nitrogen, it will be difficult to observe such a negative feedback loop 

driven by the nitrogen source (for example, ammonia in this study). This prediction is attributed to the 

bubble-like Hopf bifurcation which is likely caused by the saturation type kinetics. 

Another important drawback of the model in article 1 is the unidirectional nature of diffusion, which is 

justified if the concentration on one side is much higher than on the other. Normally, however, 

diffusion is a bidirectional process. This can be easily addressed by using reversible reactions. The 

reaction for the uptake of glutamate from the environment and the diffusion of ammonia into the 

surroundings remain irreversible to mimic the experimental observations. There exists a reversible 

version of the mathematical model my Wilhelm and Heinrich in which all the reactions are considered 

to be reversible and the rate of backward reactions is 10% of that of forward reactions(Wilhelm, 

Schuster, and Heinrich 1997). In the biofilm scenario, all reactions need not be reversible. In model R 

in chapter III, we show that it is possible to have the rates of forward reactions equal to that of the 

backward reactions and still model the oscillations with precision. Further we also investigate a special 
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case (see Chapter III section S) where we obtain the Hopf-bubble when the only irreversible reaction is 

the diffusion of ammonia. Such a bifurcation was not anticipated by Wilhelm et. al. This peculiar 

bifurcation could be the result of reversibility of the bilinear term. Model R in chapter III models the 

oscillations considering the reversibility of diffusion. In doing so, the number of ODEs used is 

unchanged and thus the model is minimal with respect to number of variables used. 

Model MMR combines the reversibility and Michaelis Menten kinetics resulting in a more precise 

depiction of the scenario. This modification also uses just three variables and maintains its minimality. 

The Hopf bubble is the most notable observation of this modification. 

The four modifications show how simple models can be fortified with suitable modifications. It also 

shows the strength of minimal models to describe biological observations and their plasticity to 

various modifications. This has also been realized successfully in models of calcium oscillations (for 

review, see Schuster et al., 2002(Schuster, Marhl, and Hofer 2002)). Furthermore, each individual 

modification unravels new knowledge about the system. In a nutshell, oscillations in biofilms are 

observed under nutrient limitation and are mainly brought about by ammonia limitation, and a 

monopoly over ammonia production enables the interior population to control the growth of the 

periphery. When an influx of enough nutrients is experienced, oscillations will no longer persist. 

Concentration gradients may not be directly involved in oscillations. 

In chapter IV, we apply the same mathematical model in the context of population dynamics. This also 

highlights the strength of minimal models – versatility. Just by making new assumptions and 

reassigning the variables, the model can be completely changed without changing mathematically. 

Note that the original model had been proposed by Wilhelm and Heinrich(Wilhelm and Heinrich 1995) 

to describe chemical reactions rather than biofilms. Variables that were used earlier to describe 

reactants(Wilhelm and Heinrich 1995) and metabolites(Garde et al. 2020; Garde, Ibrahim, and 

Schuster 2020), now represent subpopulations.  

In chapter I and II, we had a worm’s eye look at the oscillatory behaviour in the biofilm. In chapter IV, 

we have a bird’s eye look at the oscillatory regime occurring within a community. To further broaden 

the scope of the model, we make our variable assignments and model assumptions based on well-

studied phenomena in microbiology with no particular organism in mind, instead of focusing on 

Bacillus subtilis. Processes  like chemotaxis(Hansen, Endres, and Wingreen 2008; Tso and Adler 1974), 

antibiotic resistance(Ventola 2015), production of public goods(Levin 2014; Özkaya et al. 2017) such as 

siderophores(Lee, van Baalen, and Jansen 2016) or the biofilm matrix(Brockhurst et al. 2008) are 

covered by the approach.In order to have a broad range of applicability of the model, we consider a 

hypothetical unicellular social organism that is faced with several choices during its life cycle. We 
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tackle this decision making problem through evolutionary game theory (see below). In the new 

scenario, the variables R, M, and P signify the population of resistant cells, motile cells and producer 

cells respectively.The model relies on the assumption that R cells show resistance to the antibiotic, 

whereas P cells are susceptible to it and the motile cells, although susceptible, can move away from 

the antibiotic due to chemotaxis. The producer cells produce public goods..  

The antibiotic threat is reflected through the costs of producing public goods. In the absence of the 

antibiotic, producing resistance is a costly choice, whereas if the antibiotic is present, then producing 

public goods is costlier. This is adequate in a minimal sense, but one could also define a term for the 

concentration of the antibiotic and connect it to each of the cell types through a death function. In our 

system, we distinguish three different levels of antibiotic stress from no antibiotic to very high 

concentration of the antibiotic.  

Interestingly, resistance is observed even in the absence of the antibiotic (Chapter IV figure 2a). One 

can see a periodic rise in the proportion of resistant cells in relation to that of the producer cells. This 

phenomenon is called bet hedging and it ensures that some cells will survive if the environment 

suddenly becomes hostile. Bet hedging is routinely observed not just in bacteria (Beaumont et al. 

2009; Veening, Smits, and Kuipers 2008) but several organisms with social dynamics (Weinkauf et al. 

2014). It is also reported that bet hedging is better when the environment fluctuates spatially more 

than temporally and unpredictably rather than frequently (Villa Martín, Muñoz, and Pigolotti 2019). 

Another study reports that sporulation occurs as a bet hedging strategy in B. subtilis even before 

glucose has been depleted(Siebring et al. 2014). Thus in some aspects the resistant cells can be 

thought of as sporulating cells: the most resilient to harsh conditions and the speres they produce are 

the progenitor of all the subpopulations of the community. Their major role is to disperse to a 

favourable substrate and germinate. 

One may apply the minimal model to the biofilm community of B. subtilis. The three subpopulations 

would then be the sporulating type cells, the motile cells and the biofilm producers given by the 

variables S, M, and B respectively. The model would be described as follows: 

 
  

  
                (D1) 

 
  

  
             (D2) 

 
  

  
             (D3) 

Here, k2SB represents the costs for propagating the spores. Since the spores are liberated, the term is 

negative. It also follows that the higher the number of biofilm producing cells is, the more active 
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sporulation will be. B. subtilis biofilms are known to exhibit fruiting bodies(Claessen et al. 2014b; 

Branda et al. 2001). These structures help disperse the spores and are made of the same matrix as the 

biofilm. Hence it is justified to model the liberation of spores as a product of not just S but also B. The 

model only focuses on the switching of phenotypes and does not consider the growth and death rates 

of each individual subpopulation. This implies that the oscillations signify the generations of the life 

cycle of the community. Thus, according to this model, the spores grow into subpopulation S, which 

produces more spores (and is therefore self-amplifying). Subpopulation M arises from S which helps 

the cells spread over the substratum. Finally, subpopulation B arises when the M cells lose their 

motility and a biofilm matrix is created over the substratum. Then in order to ensure species survival, 

the biofilm forms fruiting bodies which enclose the S type cells within the matrix. The spores are 

liberated such that they land on new substratum with favourable growth conditions. 

Translating the results from the model in chapter III, one can expect that sporulation cycles or life 

cycles in general are a natural outcome of basic principles. In particular, the sporulation cycles or 

‘spikes’ will be seen even under no stress.On the other hand, under extreme stress, sporulation would 

be the only dominant strategy. Under regular conditions, one can expect a regular life cycle of the 

biofilm community. 

We have seen the application and modification of a minimal model to two different scenarios. Such 

models however, cannot easily make use of high throughput data. With the explosion of data through 

the high throughput methods, there is a requirement for large scale models that can make use of such 

data. However, such large scale models are dependent on the availability of data and are affected by 

the quality of the data. Minimal models however, are based on the knowledge within the field of study 

and are targeted to describe a specific phenomenon with precision. Further, as seen in chapters II and 

III, minimal models are highly adaptable and can be modified and analysed quite easily.  

One interesting adaptation to consider is to test the behaviour of the system when two or more 

models are coupled through one of the variables, as has been done earlier for other systems (Wolf and 

Heinrich…, Strogatz book). Biologically, this represents sharing of one of the metabolites, for example, 

glutamate, being shared between two biofilms.  

One may also consider an interaction between overproducer biofilm and an auxotrophic biofilm. The 

auxotroph biofilm system would lack one of the three reactions required to produce one of the three 

metabolites. Ideally, this could be the metabolite with the self-amplification term (Gp). This metabolite 

is produced in excess by the overproducer biofilm system and released into the environment. The 

auxotroph uses this for growth. Cross feeding can also be modelled using a similar approach where the 
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two biofilms lack two different reactions and overproduce the corresponding reaction the other 

system lacks.  

Bacteria themselves are quite similar to minimal models in the sense that they lack cellular 

organisation into membrane bound organelles and only contain the very minimal constituents 

required to sustain their generations. Yet, they exhibit fascinating processes as an individual and as a 

community, interact with their surroundings and other organisms. Bacterial communities have even 

been thought to be an origin to multicellularity. They have been around for longer than most of the 

higher, multicellular organisms and still continue to exist even today. Their application in industry and 

medicine is irreplaceable but on the other hand they also pose some of the greatest challenges in the 

agricultural and clinical fields. They are an excellent example to show that even the most minimal 

organisms can exhibit complex behaviours that are strikingly similar to those observed in the complex 

organisms.  
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